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The US space agency NASA has revealed its next 
destination: Venus. On June 2, NASA leader Bill 

Nelson said that two robotic missions will travel to 
the planet between 2028 and 2030.

Venus is similar in size and mass to Earth and 
may have been the first planet in the solar system 
capable of supporting life. But Earth has moderate 
temperatures and is mostly covered in water, 
while Venus has a surface temperature of about 
900° Fahrenheit. NASA hopes to gain insight into 
how a planet so much like Earth got so hot. 

The missions will cost about $500 million 
each. The first, named Davinci+, will measure 
the dense atmosphere (blanket of gases that 
surrounds a planet) of Venus to understand how it 
formed and evolved and try to determine whether 

the planet ever had an ocean. The second mission, 
Veritas, will map the planet’s surface and try to 
determine whether live volcanoes exist there.

It has been more than 30 years since NASA’s 
last mission to Venus. The US and other countries 
explored the planet in the late 1990s. NASA 
became interested in Venus again over the past 
year after scientists saw evidence of microbes (tiny 
living things) in the planet’s clouds. 

“It is astounding how little we know about 
Venus,” said Tom Wagner, a NASA scientist. 
“These missions will tell us about the planet, from 
the clouds in its sky through the volcanoes on its 
surface all the way down to its very core.” Over 
the next few years, the teams working on the 
missions will finalize their plans for launch. 

On June 3, US health officials announced that 
the government will immediately distribute 

25 million doses of Covid-19 vaccine to nations 
around the world. The US has received numerous 
requests from other countries for help in fighting 
the virus. Officials said the US will donate 
millions of additional doses by the end of June, 
for a total of 80 million.

What is happening?
US officials have begun shipping vaccines 
(medicine that trains the body to fight a 
specific virus) to a wide range of countries 
that have been struggling with Covid-19 
outbreaks. That will include 
6 million doses to nations in 
South and Central America, 
7 million to countries in 
South and Southeast Asia, 
and 5 million to nations in 
Africa. Many of these will be 
distributed in coordination with 
the international vaccination 
program known as Covax. The White 
House said the rest of the initial shipment will 
go to countries that are facing surges of the 
virus and need vaccines immediately, including 
Mexico, India, South Korea, and Canada.

Why is this important?
Wealthy countries like the US have far greater 
access to vaccines than developing nations 
(countries that are largely agricultural and have 
less money). That means fewer people in those 
nations are vaccinated and their Covid-19 case 
numbers are still high. Health experts at Duke 
University in North Carolina said that in order to 
get Covid-19 under control across the globe, 70% 
of the world’s population must be vaccinated. 
Many countries with fewer resources have been 
calling on the US for help. “It is time to have a 
global road map to vaccinate the world,” said 

Carolyn Reynolds of the Pandemic Action 
Network, a global organization that is 

working to end the pandemic. 

How will the vaccines be 
distributed?
The White House said the 
government is gathering surplus 
(extra) vaccines from around the 
US and will ship them to other 

nations as quickly as it can. This is possible 
because America has tens of millions of vaccines 
that are not being used. The US is also working to 
ensure that there are enough airplanes available 
to carry millions of doses to various parts of 

the world. The planes need to have adequate 
refrigeration to keep the doses from spoiling. 

How have people reacted?
Other countries reacted positively to the news 
that help was on the way. “Costa Rica welcomes  
the...plan to provide vaccines globally,” Carlos 
Alvarado Quesada, president of Costa Rica, 
said on social media. Marta Lucía Ramírez, 
vice president of Colombia, told the media that 
greater access to vaccines is crucial. Others 
said they expected the US donation to be only 
the beginning of a widespread effort to share 
vaccines. “It’s a good start, and I am hoping 
that more doses will be made available,” said 
David Malpass, who runs the World Bank, an 
international financial organization that helps 
developing countries. 

What will happen next?
The first shipment left the US on the evening 
of June 3, headed for South Korea. The US 
will continue sending more vaccines to other 
countries as they become available and as drug 
companies produce more doses. US officials 
acknowledge that this is just a start: The world 
will need to make and distribute 11 billion doses 
to contain the virus. Experts estimate that just 
under 2 billion doses have been produced so far. 

US to send vaccines across globe

Scientists around the world 
are trying to develop a patch 
that would vaccinate people 
against Covid-19 without 
a shot. At least one in 10 
people has a fear of needles. 
Early studies on a version 
of the patch in Australia are 
promising, but more testing 
must be done before the 
method can be approved.

Receiving a Covid-19 
vaccine in Uganda

NASA announces Venus missions

A COSTUMED CONCERT
An 11-year-old in Thailand plays music for zoo 
animals—wearing an alligator costume to “blend 
in” with her audience. Seenlada Supat wants to 
keep the animals company during lockdown and 
doesn’t mind if the lemurs climb on her keyboard. 
“It’s as if they’re playing music with me,” she said.
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A rare 15.81-carat purple-pink diamond set a 
record when it sold at auction for $29.3 million. 
The richly colored, flawless stone is named 
the Sakura, which means cherry blossom in 
Japanese. It’s the largest of its kind ever sold.

WILDLIFE PROTECTION
Vermont’s timber rattlesnakes could be a little 
safer, thanks to five proposed wildlife crossings 
that would be built for them. When they leave 
hibernation (a deep sleep), they often make a 
dangerous trek across a busy highway to get to 
their feeding grounds. The tunnels under the 
roadway would let them slither safely.   

Another type of vaccine

Carlos Alvarado Quesada, 
president of Costa Rica

Rain causes major 
flooding in Guyana
The South American nation of Guyana has 

experienced major flooding during the past 
three weeks. High ocean tides and unusually 
heavy rain caused beaches, rivers, and creeks to 
overflow. Houses and farms were destroyed as 
the water level reached 15 feet in some places.

Shelters opened around the country to house 
people evacuated from their homes. Volunteers 
and government workers brought supplies to 
people in need and used pumps to remove 
water. When The Week Junior went to press, at 
least 26,000 households had been affected, and 
the government had distributed nearly 30,000 
bags of food and cleaning supplies.

 The nation’s leaders said the government 
would continue to provide aid. “It is these 
trying moments that must bring all Guyanese 
together to help and support each other,” 
said Vindhya Persaud, a government official. 
The United Nations (an organization of 193 
nations working for peace and cooperation) 
also offered help to Guyana. 

After 
the rains

A vaccine patch

An artist’s 
rendering 
of Venus

A timber rattlesnake

Seenlada Supat

DOSES 
DELIVERED 

In March, Ghana was the 

first country to receive 

Covid-19 vaccines through 

the Covax program.

DID YOU 
KNOW?

Venus is the second 

brightest object in  

the night sky, after  

the Moon.

The Sakura
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National news National news
SHINE 
BRIGHT

Rainbows can form when 

light from the Sun passes 

through water droplets in 

the air caused by rain. 
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President Joe Biden traveled to Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
on June 1 to mark the 100-year anniversary 

of one of the worst outbreaks of racial violence 
in US history. He was the first US President to 
acknowledge the violence in Tulsa. 

What happened this week?
Biden gave a speech about what is known as the 
Tulsa Massacre. (A massacre is the intentional 
killing of multiple people.) It took place in 1921 in 
the Greenwood area, which was then a thriving 
Black neighborhood in Tulsa. The violence was 
covered up by city officials and left out of history 
books. “For much too long, the history of what 
took place here was told in silence,” Biden said. 
He promised the story would be known. He also 
reflected on America’s history of racial injustice.

What happened in 1921?
On May 30, 1921, Dick Rowland, a Black man who 
lived in Greenwood, entered an elevator in an office 
building in downtown Tulsa. The elevator operator, 
a white woman, screamed. Rowland was accused of 
assaulting her, and the police arrested him. In anger 
against Rowland, hundreds of white men attacked 
Greenwood. They shot Black people and burned 
more than 1,200 buildings, including houses, 
businesses, schools, and churches. Up to 300 Black 
people may have died. No one involved in the 
attacks was held responsible. The charges against 
Rowland were dropped.

What was the reaction to the anniversary?
Many officials and Tulsa residents welcomed 
Biden’s visit. “I brought my kids here today just 

so they could be a part of history and...teach 
generations to come,” said Tulsa resident Latasha 
Sanders, who attended Biden’s speech. Sheila 
Jackson Lee, a Black lawmaker from Texas, said 
the anniversary was “a time for healing.” The 
three known living survivors of the event met 
with Biden. They also testified before Congress  
(the branch of government that makes laws). 

What will happen next? 
Biden has proposed exploring the idea of 
reparations to Tulsa victims and their families. 
(Reparations are financial payments to make up for 
a wrongdoing.) Some schools are also starting to 
teach students about the event, and the 
Department of Education has begun offering grants 
to schools that discuss overlooked racial issues. 

WORD       WEEKOF 
THE

The nation and the world kicked off Pride Month 
festivities on June 1. The monthlong series 

of parades, concerts, workshops, and marches 
recognizes gay and transgender communities and 
spotlights their voices and experiences. 

The first Pride march was held in June 
1970. Bill Clinton was the first US President to 
recognize Pride Month, in June 1999. It is a way 
for people to speak out against the 
unfair treatment of people due to 
their sexual orientation (who 
they love, such as someone 
of the same gender) or 
their gender identity (a 
person’s sense of their 
own gender, which may 
be different from their 
gender at birth).  

Businesses, homes, and 
stores observe Pride Month 
by displaying a rainbow flag, 
which is the symbol of the movement. Most 
events were canceled in 2020 because of the 
pandemic, but many schools and towns held 
in-person events this year. 

Schools celebrated in a variety of ways. At 
El Monte Union High School in California and 
Royal Oak Middle School in Michigan, students 
held community gatherings to raise a Pride 
flag. Students at Ellsworth High School in Maine 
created a Pride Zoo, with animal sculptures 
painted in rainbow colors. Students, teachers, 
and officials came together for a discussion 

at the Northshore School District in 
Washington. Other schools held 

Pride walks, with students 
carrying posters and flags.

Many towns and cities 
also recognize the month. 
A Pride run will take place 
in Atlanta, Georgia, on 

June 20 to raise funds 
for organizations that 

support gay and transgender 
communities. The city of Denver, 

Colorado, will host events, including 
a virtual parade and a film festival, on June 26 
and 27. In San Francisco, California, the Giants will 
become the first Major League Baseball team to 
display rainbow colors on its uniforms.

The name of the lemur, the large-eyed, 
long-nosed animal that is native to 
Madagascar, is unexpectedly 
spooky. It was chosen by the 
Swedish scientist Carl Linnaeus in 
the 18th century. He based the 
name on the Latin lemures, meaning 
“ghosts” or “spirits,” because lemurs 
roam at night. 

LEMUR 

Strong sales at movie theaters 
Movie theaters in North America made more than $100 
million from ticket sales during Memorial Day weekend, 
the last weekend in May. It was the best weekend 
for ticket sales since the pandemic began and many 
theaters closed. Although ticket sales were lower this 
Memorial Day than they were in 2019, the sales were 
a positive sign for theaters. “We are back and not going 
anywhere,” said Joseph Masher of Bow Tie Cinemas.

Lou Gehrig Day is established
Major League Baseball (MLB) announced it has established 
June 2 as Lou Gehrig Day to honor the legendary player. 
Gehrig joined the Yankees as first baseman on June 2, 
1925. He died on June 2, 1941, at age 37 from ALS, a rare 
disease that weakens muscles. ALS later became known as 
Lou Gehrig’s disease. Players wore a Lou Gehrig patch on 
their uniforms, and the MLB raised funds for ALS research. 

 THE WEEK IN HISTORY

On June 8, 1869, a patent (the license to a 
product) was issued for an early vacuum 
cleaner. Made of wood and canvas, it was 
called the Whirlwind and was invented 
by Ives McGaffey of Chicago, Illinois. To 
operate it, users turned the machine’s 
crank and pushed it across a rug. The 
Whirlwind stood upright, resembling the 
vacuums still in use today. 

June 8, 1869
Patent granted for a vacuum cleaner 

Biden makes historic visit to Tulsa, Oklahoma Pride Month celebrations begin in the US 

A sketch of 
the machine

President Joe Biden 
receives a tour of the 
Greenwood Cultural 

Center in Tulsa. 
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The rainbow flag is a 
symbol of Pride Month.

A Pride 
parade

Before 1921, Tulsa’s Greenwood 
area (above) was a thriving 
community. It was home to about 
10,000 Black residents and had 
Black-owned grocery stores, 
theaters, hotels, clothing shops, 
and more. The financial losses 
from the violence were estimated 
to be $1.8 million, the equivalent 
of about $27 million in 2021. 

Student creates scholarship
Joshua Nelson, a high school senior in Missouri, has 
donated money to start a scholarship for students at his 
high school. Nelson had saved his own money for college 
tuition. Then, when he was awarded the President’s 
Scholarship from Southeast Missouri State University, he 
decided to use the money he had saved to help others. “He 
leads by example,” his school counselor said.

Life in Greenwood

THE WEEK’S SILLIEST HEADLINE
“Arizona man cooks breakfast on the 
sidewalk to show how hot it is” Newsweek

Joshua Nelson, 
center 

Lou Gehrig

DID YOU 
KNOW? 

Tulsa, Oklahoma, has 

been called “The Oil 

Capital of the World.” 
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Around the world

Sri Lanka 
Cleaning up after cargo ship sinks 

Cleanup operations are underway after a cargo ship carrying 
chemicals and plastics sank off the coast of Sri Lanka. The ship, 
called MV X-Press Pearl, was carrying nearly 1,500 containers 
of goods. A fire broke out on board on May 20, and the ship 
sank on June 2. The government has banned people from 
fishing along a 50-mile stretch of coastline near the wreckage.

Santa Maria Zacatepec, Mexico
Surprise sinkhole continues to grow

A sinkhole larger than the size of an Olympic swimming pool 
has appeared outside Mexico City in farmers’ fields. The sinkhole 
is close to 200 feet wide and more than 65 feet deep. Its origin 
is unknown. A nearby house is at risk of being swallowed, and 
the family living there has been moved to safety. As word of the 
sinkhole spread, spectators gathered to watch it grow from a 
distance. Authorities are also monitoring its progress.

Cambodia
Hero rat gets a well-deserved rest

A rat that was awarded a gold medal for his heroic work 
detecting landmines is retiring. A landmine is an explosive device 
hidden under the ground that detonates (explodes) if someone 
stands on it. Many mines were left behind after war in the region. 
Over a five-year period, Magawa the African giant pouched rat 
has sniffed out 71 landmines and other unexploded devices. “He 
is small, but he has helped save many lives,” his handler said. 

Peru
Covid-19 figure rises after review

The official number of people who have died from Covid-19 
in Peru has more than doubled. It is now the country with 
the highest proportion of deaths relative to its population. 
The country had previously counted 69,342 deaths, but that 
number was increased to 180,764. Experts said the original 
count was not accurate because of a lack of testing.

Venice, Italy
Residents protest cruise ship 

Hundreds in Venice protested a cruise ship docking 
in the city for the first time since the start of the 
pandemic. People shouted, “Your ship is too 
big!” as the approximately 1,000-foot-long ship 
MSC Orchestra docked. Residents said they were 
“deceived” by the Italian government, which said 
large cruise ships would not be allowed to sail 
close to the city, known for its famous canals.

Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
Robotic boats hit the water 

Amsterdam is testing self-driving, electric-
powered boats—called Roboats. Amsterdam 
has more than 60 miles of canals, which are used 
for transportation. The Roboats travel at about 
4 miles per hour and are steered remotely by 
a computer, using cameras and sensors. It will 
take up to four years to perfect the system. After 
that, the boats can carry passengers. 

Portugal
Bicycle business boosted by pandemic

New factories are being built and many more people 
are being hired to work in Portugal’s bicycle businesses. 
The country makes the most bikes of any country in 
Europe, manufacturing nearly 25% of all the bicycles built 
throughout the continent. The coronavirus pandemic has 
boosted demand for bikes around the world as people have 
preferred cycling over riding crowded trains or buses.

China
Government encourages more babies

The Chinese government announced that it will allow couples 
to have three children. For almost 40 years, it was illegal to have 
more than one child in China, to prevent the population from 
growing faster than the economy. The rule was first relaxed in 
2016, when couples were permitted to have two children. The 
newest policy is an attempt to boost the birth rate so there will be 
enough young people to support those who are too old to work.

Gulf of Aden, Yemen
Fortune found inside whale 

A group of 35 fishermen found treasure in the 
carcass of a sperm whale. They discovered 
a large lump of ambergris—a solid, waxy 
substance sometimes produced in sperm 
whales’ digestive systems. Ambergris, also 
known as “floating gold,” is used in perfumes 
and as a traditional medicine. The fishermen 
found the dead whale adrift in the Gulf of Aden. 
They sold the ambergris for over $1.5 million 
and split the money among themselves. 

Vaccinating 
in Peru 

People 
gather to see 
the sinkhole.

A robot boat The protest

The navy is 
helping with 
the cleanup. 

Magawa 
the rat
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Sardinia, Italy
Tourists fined for stealing sand 

Visitors have been warned not to take sand or 
seashells from beaches in Sardinia, an Italian 
island in the Mediterranean Sea. More than 40 
people, who stole a combined 220 pounds of 
items from Sardinia’s long stretches of sandy 
beaches, have been fined more than $3,600 
each. The law went into effect in 2017 to stop 
people from taking the items as mementos of 
their trips or selling them online. Authorities 
worry this could cause beaches to shrink. 

Ambergris
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What do you think?

The big debate

The Week Junior • June 18, 2021

The goal of the big debate is to present two sides 
of an issue fairly in order to stimulate discussion and 
allow our readers to make up their minds. The views on 
this page do not reflect those of The Week Junior, and 
the page is not funded by third parties. 

Now that you’ve read more about this issue, have a parent or guardian visit theweekjunior.
com/polls with you so you can vote in our debate. Vote YES if you think children should 
watch TV with subtitles or NO if you don’t. We’ll publish the results next week.

Yes—it makes reading more fun
The best way to become fluent in reading and 
increase your vocabulary is by practicing. So 
why not practice your literacy skills by reading 
captions or subtitles while you’re watching TV? 
It’s a simple way to get more reading experience, 
plus captions and subtitles help you learn 
unfamiliar words and teach you how they’re 
spelled. Reading is a solitary activity. But TV 
subtitles mean families can watch something 
and learn together at the same time. TV is 
interesting and fun, so it doesn’t feel like a 
chore to practice your reading, which is 
precisely what subtitles help you do.

 

LAST WEEK’S POLL 
Last week we asked if dogs 
make better pets than cats. 
More of you said dogs are the 
superior pet. 
However, 
many of
you are loyal 
cat lovers.  

No—too much TV is not good for you
The best way to become a better reader is by 
reading books. But now people spend hours a day 
looking at a screen instead. According to a recent 
study, TV can reduce our ability to remember 
words and language. It’s also a way for kids to 
pretend they’re doing something educational. 
Parents and teachers think they are tricking 
children into learning to read when, in fact, 
children are tricking parents and teachers into 
letting them watch more TV. If you don’t need text 
to understand what is happening, subtitles are a 
distraction from the action on screen. Reading 
words while watching ruins the experience. 

Should children watch TV with subtitles?

When you watch a TV show or stream a 
movie, you often have a choice of whether 

to turn captions or subtitles on or off. Those words 
flashing across the screen serve an important 
purpose for many people. For the 36 million 
Americans who are deaf or hard of hearing, 
captions are crucial to understanding news and 
entertainment. Subtitles are essential for anyone 
who doesn’t know the language they are hearing 
on screen. Some educators say that beyond 
these important functions, captions and 
subtitles help kids become stronger readers and 
that they should always be on. What do you 
think? Should children watch TV with subtitles?

l Captions and subtitles are the text of 
a show or video that appears at the 
bottom of the screen. 

l Video captions are intended for 
viewers who can’t hear the audio 
(sound). Subtitles are meant for 
viewers who don’t understand the 
language being spoken. 

l Some educators recommend that all 
children turn on captions or subtitles 
to help build their reading skills.  

l Most American children watch about 
three hours of TV a day.

What you need to know

Some say watching programs and movies 
with captions helps improve your reading.

1  Watching a screen, even if you’re 
reading it too, is bad for your brain. 

2  There may be some benefits, but 
ultimately it’s a way for children to trick 
adults into letting them watch more TV.

3  Subtitles take away from the experience 
of watching a show. Following the words 
distracts you from watching the action. 

Three reasons why children should 
watch TV with subtitles

Three reasons why children should 
not watch TV with subtitlesNOYES
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1  It’s a fun, simple way for young people 
to improve their reading.

2  Families can watch TV and learn together 
at the same time. Reading a book is a 
solitary activity.

3 Lots of practice is needed to become  
 fluent in reading, and subtitles give  

 additional practice.  

Meeting the press
On May 26, Karine Jean-Pierre addressed a 

room of reporters for the daily White House 
press briefing, making her the first Black woman 
in 30 years and the first openly gay person to do 
so. At press briefings, a representative from the 
President’s administration answers questions so 
reporters can deliver news to the public. 
Jean-Pierre was there announcing Kristen Clarke 
as the first woman to lead the Department of 
Justice’s Civil Rights Division. “Being in this room...
is not about one person. It’s about what we do on 
behalf of the American people,” Jean-Pierre said. 

A musical scientist 
Every year, scientist Sharon Martinson works in 

Panama with the Smithsonian Tropical Research 
Institute, where she studies insects called katydids. 
Katydids create clicking sounds to attract mates by 
rubbing their wings together. Martinson, who also 
plays banjo in a folk band, ventures out at night, 
when katydids sing, to collect them to record their 
songs in a lab. Some nights she plays her banjo 
along with them. She has found more than 120 
species, each with its own mating call. “Being a 
musician has...made me a better listener,” she said. 
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Karine Jean-Pierre

Sharon Martinson

For most of his life, Zion Clark has been 
wrestling. “I grew up wrestling. I don’t 

know what I would do without it,” Clark 
told The Week Junior. It wasn’t until he was 
a teenager that he channeled that passion 
into competing in the sport, eventually at 
the professional level. 

Clark, 23, faced challenges to 
becoming an athlete. He was 
born without legs due to a 
rare disorder called caudal 
regression syndrome. He 
was introduced to wrestling 
in elementary school and, 
with intense training and 
dedication, worked his way up to 
becoming a champion high school 
wrestler. He also discovered a passion for 
wheelchair racing and was a two-time 
state champion in high school.  

Now Clark, who is from Columbus, Ohio, 
is preparing to compete on the world 

stage at the Tokyo Summer Paralympic 
Games in August. “For this year, I plan on 
making the US world team for the Tokyo 
games for track and field,” said Clark, who 
is aiming to compete in wheelchair racing. 
“Next year, I want to make the US world 
team for wrestling.” Clark has 

documented his journey in a 
new book, Zion 
Unmatched. It captures his 
life as an elite athlete in 
words and photos.  
With a calendar booked 

with practices, more upcoming 
book projects, and training for the 

Paralympics, Clark is hoping his story and 
accomplishments will help others feel 
moved to achieve their goals. “I’m going to 
be able to inspire people on a whole 
different level,” Clark told The Week Junior. 
For young athletes, Clark offers simple 
advice: “Just don’t quit.” 

Zion Clark is training to compete in the Paralympic Games in Tokyo. 
Makings of a champion

Zion Clark

OVERHEARD

“May your heart always  
be joyful. May your song  
always be sung.” 
Song lyrics by Bob Dylan, the legendary American 
singer-songwriter, who celebrated his 80th 
birthday on May 24. Dylan has received top prizes 
for his music, including 10 Grammy Awards, a 
Pulitzer Prize, and the Nobel Prize in Literature. 

DID YOU 
KNOW?

The Telecommunications  

Act of 1996 required captions 

on most TV programming 

in the US. 

GREAT  
GAMES

The first Paralympic  

games were held in  

Rome, Italy,  
in 1960.

63% 
YES

37% 
NO
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A new study has calculated that there are 
likely to be about 50 billion individual wild 

birds in the world. The research, led by 
scientists at the University of New 
South Wales in Australia, is the 
first attempt to count the 
world’s population of wild 
birds, species by species. If 
the figure is accurate, it 
means there are about six 
birds for every human on the 
planet. However, due to the 
difficulties of counting wild birds, 
the researchers say there could 
possibly be a staggering 428 billion birds. 

Corey Callaghan from the University of New 
South Wales told National Geographic magazine 

that he was inspired by watching a giant flock 
of tree swallows fly overhead in 2015. He 

wondered how many birds the flock 
contained—and how many there 

might be in the whole world.
By taking photos, 

Callaghan was able to 
calculate about how many 
birds there were in that 
single flock. But to figure out 

how many birds there are in 
the world, Callaghan and two 

colleagues needed huge 
amounts of data gathered by 

professional and citizen scientists (people 
who volunteer to collect data for scientific 
research). In this case, the citizen scientists 

were birdwatchers. They were able to provide 
enough information to estimate global 
populations of about 9,700 bird species (which 
is about 92% of all bird species in the world).

According to the team’s calculations, the 
most abundant wild bird is the house sparrow, 
with a population of 1.6 billion. The European 
starling is next with 1.3 billion, then come 
ring-billed gulls (1.2 billion), barn swallows (1.1 
billion), and glaucous gulls (949 million). 

Many bird populations are declining, and 
Callaghan says knowing how many birds there 
are can help protect them. “We spend a great 
deal of time and effort counting humans, but 
we need to be sure we are keeping tabs on all 
the biodiversity we share planet Earth with,” 
Callaghan told National Geographic.

For about 12% of the bird species 
studied, there are fewer than 
5,000 individual birds in the 
world. Rare species include the 
great spotted kiwi (377 birds) and 
the Javan hawk eagle (630). The 
Madagascar pochard was thought 
to be extinct until 25 ducks 
appeared on a lake in 2006. There 
are now about 150 in the wild. 

The world’s rarest birds

World bird population counted

At more than 6,200 feet tall, Mount Washington is the highest 
peak in the northeastern US. It’s also known as one of the windiest 
places in the world. Visitors can hike all the way to the mountain’s 
summit, take pictures, and on a clear day gaze out over 100 miles 
of the American landscape. The state park sits atop the mountain, 
which is surrounded by 800,000 acres of the White Mountain 
National Forest. Visitors to the mountain are likely to hear the 
song of the white-throated sparrow. Ravens and crows have also 
been spotted there, as have bobcats, bears, and moose. 

PLACE OF THE WEEK
Mount Washington State Park, New Hampshire

A 

A house sparrow, the most 
common bird in the world

Tasmanian devils born in Australia

Ancient rock art 
Rock paintings up to 45,500 
years old, found in caves on the 
Indonesian island of Sulawesi, 
are flaking away. The damage 
is caused by salt crystals that 
form on cave walls, then shrink 
and expand due to changes in 
temperature and humidity.

Great white sharks
The population of great  
white sharks off the coast  
of Northern California is 
growing. This is a healthy sign 
for the area’s ecosystem and 
shows that projects that have 
been put into action to protect 
the sharks are working.

Do you have a question for a zookeeper? Send it to hello@theweekjunior.com.
Find out more about the Dakota Zoo at dakotazoo.org.

Why do some animals 
eat meat while some eat 
plants? Noelle, 11, California 

Animals are super at adapting to 
food sources that are available! 
Over time, animals have evolved 
to run, bite, chew, and digest 
foods, depending on what’s 
around. Some animals need more 
protein (like in meat) for muscle 
growth, and some need more 
sugar (like in fruits) for energy.

●	 LIFE SPAN: 12 to 18 years 

●	HABITAT: Grasslands and savannas in Africa

●	DIET: Roots, berries, bark, grass, and plants

●	 FUN FACT: Unlike most animals, warthogs can 
survive long periods without water. During dry 
seasons, they can go months without a drink. 

Keepers at Zoo Atlanta report that a warthog 
named Eleanor is taking good care of her three 
female babies. The piglets, which were born 
on April 13 and are still unnamed, are the first 
offspring for Eleanor and her partner, Hamlet.  

Shannon Dickson
Exotics zookeeper,
Dakota Zoo
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Conservationists (people who work to 
protect animals and nature) in Australia 

recently discovered seven “joeys,” or 
newborn Tasmanian devils. The discovery 
brings hope for the possible restoration of 
the endangered species.  
       The joeys were born to a group of 26 
devils released onto a nature preserve in 
Australia by the conservation group Aussie 
Ark. The area is fenced in to protect devils 
from predators. But to more closely mimic 
a natural environment, the conservationists 
do not provide food or water. 

Tasmanian devils have not lived in the 
wild on the Australian mainland in about 
3,000 years. It is believed they were wiped 
out by dingoes (wild dogs found in 
Australia). The devils now live in the wild 
only on the Australian island of Tasmania. 
However, a rare, contagious disease has 
devastated the population there. There are 
believed to be fewer than 25,000 devils left. 

The hope is to establish a population of 
healthy Tasmanian devils in the wild on 
mainland Australia. Experts say the births 
are a small step in that direction. 

WarthogAnimal 
        weekof the 

A Tasmanian devil

A moose

Giraffes are 
plant eaters.

ASK A

ZOOK EEPER

A Javan 
hawk eagle

Good week / Bad week

A European 
starling

A ring-
billed gull

A barn 
swallow

A glaucous 
gull

BIRDS OF 
AMERICA
There are 1,107 

different species of 

birds in the US. 

FUN FACT
Tasmanian devil  

joeys are about the size  

of a grain of rice when 

 they’re born.  



Three Lucasfilm movies to try
Willow
In this film starring 
Warwick Davis (who 
has acted in many 
Star Wars films), a 
farmer finds a baby 
who could end an 
evil queen’s rule. Ron 
Howard directed this 
film and the 2018 Star 
Wars spin-off Solo.

Labyrinth
When goblins from 
her favorite book, The 
Labyrinth, kidnap her 
little brother, Sarah 
must save him. 
Released in 1986, 
Labyrinth was directed 
by Muppets creator 
Jim Henson and stars 
singer David Bowie. 

Strange Magic
This animated musical 
was inspired by 
William Shakespeare’s 
play A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream and a 
story idea that Lucas 
had. Elves, goblins, 
fairies, and other 
creatures battle over a 
mysterious potion.

Star Wars may be 
Lucasfilm’s most 
famous series, with 
11 films, several TV 
shows, and hugely 
popular characters. 
But the company 
has made many 
other movies worth 
watching, starting 
with these.

Three Lucasfilm movies to try

12 13
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Breaking boundaries 
In 1982, Lucasfilm launched a games division, 
making it the first film studio to produce video 
games. Three years later, ILM created the 
first fully computer-generated movie 
character for the 1985 film Young 
Sherlock Holmes. Meanwhile, the 
Lucasfilm Computer Graphics 
Group was making short 
computer-animated films. 
This group would later 
become the film studio—called 
Pixar—that released the first fully 
computer-animated full-length film, 
Toy Story, in 1995. Later Pixar hits 
include Cars, Inside Out, and Soul.

The innovation continues
Lucasfilm was bought by Disney 
for more than $4 billion in 
2012. Star Wars zones called 
Galaxy’s Edge have been introduced 
at Disney theme parks, and the studio continues 
to create new Star Wars movies, TV shows, 
and characters, such as the Mandalorian and 
Baby Yoda. A fifth Indiana Jones film is set to 
be released in 2022. In 50 years, Lucasfilm 
has never stopped experimenting with new 
technology—or meeting George Lucas’s original 
goal of changing the world of film. 

In 1971, American filmmaker George Lucas set 
out to “shake up...how movies were made and 

what they were about.” He created a film and TV 
company called Lucasfilm, whose first hit was a 
space adventure called Star Wars. 
In the years since, Lucasfilm 
has created some of the 
greatest films—and 
breakthroughs in film 
technology—from its 
home base at Skywalker 
Ranch in Northern California. 

Special effects in space
George Lucas’s first two feature films 
were a science fiction drama called THX 
1138 and the comedy American Graffiti. His third 
film, 1977’s Star Wars, showed what Lucasfilm 
could do. The movie’s groundbreaking special 
effects were the work of Lucasfilm’s Industrial Light 
& Magic (ILM) department. Lucas created ILM 
and a sound-effects department called Sprocket 
Systems (now Skywalker Sound) just for Star Wars. 
The technology set a new standard and has been 
used by countless other filmmakers since.

Globe-trotting adventures 
Star Wars was followed by The Empire Strikes Back 
in 1980 and Return of the Jedi in 1983. Lucas also 
worked with filmmaker Steven Spielberg to make 
the Indiana Jones films. Starting with Raiders of the 
Lost Ark in 1981, the action series follows the wild 
adventures of an archaeologist (scientist who 
studies ancient objects). Lead actor Harrison Ford 
also played Han Solo in the Star Wars series. 

Discover the studio behind some of 
the world’s most famous films.
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Celebrating 50 years    of movie magic
The original Star 
Wars characters

Harrison Ford as Indiana Jones

Pixar’s Toy Story

George 
Lucas

Chewbacca

The Mandalorian 
and Baby Yoda

TELLING 
THE STORY

The Lucas Museum of Narrative 

Art, dedicated to the art of 

visual storytelling, will open in 

California in 2023.

SMART 
INVENTION 

The photo-editing software 

Photoshop was created  

by a Lucasfilm worker and  

his brother. 

FUN FACT
George Lucas’s dog  

was the inspiration behind 

Chewbacca’s look and  

Indiana Jones’s name.
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Scientists have discovered the first example 
of a dinosaur with senses adapted for 

hunting in complete darkness—the prehistoric 
equivalent of today’s night-time hunters, such 
as barn owls. 

The team of researchers included experts 
from the University of Oxford, in the 
UK, and South Africa’s University 
of the Witwatersrand. They 
used CT scans (a kind of 
3D x-ray) to reconstruct 
the eyes and inner ears 
of more than 100 living 
birds. They compared 
them with those of extinct 
dinosaur species. Birds are 
closely related to dinosaurs, so 
comparing the features of their skulls 
can reveal shared characteristics.

In this case, the team found that a desert-
dwelling dinosaur called Shuvuuia had 
extraordinary hearing and night vision. Shuvuuia 
was a chicken-sized dinosaur that lived in what 
is now Mongolia about 75 million years ago. 
To determine how well it could hear, the team 
measured its lagena (part of the inner ear that 
processes sounds). 

Barn owls, which hunt at night using sounds, 
have the longest lagena relative to their body 
size of any bird. Shuvuuia’s lagena was almost 
as big, which suggests it could hear nearly as 
well as a barn owl. When James Neenan, one of 
the researchers, saw how large the lagena was, 

he thought it was a mistake. Neenan then 
reconstructed the dino’s other ear and 

saw that both were the same size. 
“Only then did we realize what a 

cool discovery we had on 
our hands,” he said. 

To find the strength of 
Shuvuuia’s vision, Neenan 

and his colleagues measured 
its scleral ring—a series of bones 

around the eye. The larger the ring, the 
more light the eye lets in and the better the 

creature can see at night. Shuvuuia’s pupils were 
among the largest the scientists had measured. 
Together with its hearing, the dinosaur’s eyes 
would have helped it hunt at night. 

This is the first time scientists have found 
evidence of a dinosaur that specifically adapted 
to night-time activity. It shows that “these 
animals really could evolve to do almost 
anything,” Neenan said.

A dinosaur that hunted in the dark

New life sprouts from 142-year-old seeds
This spring, new plants sprouted from 

seeds that had been buried for 142 
years. In 1879, Michigan State University 
professor William James Beal wanted to 
see how long seeds could remain 
dormant (inactive) and still sprout later 
on. Beal collected seeds 
from 21 local plant species. 
He filled 20 glass bottles, 
each with more than a 
thousand of the seeds, then 
buried them in a secret spot 
on the university campus. 

Every five years (and 
later, 10 or 20 years), researchers 
dug up one bottle and planted the seeds 
in fresh soil to see if they would sprout. 
Now one of the world’s longest-running 
experiments, the study teaches scientists 
about what plants need to grow and 
how ecosystems can be restored after 
disasters like fires or floods.

Many species grew well after 10, 
15, or 20 years in the bottles. As the 
years went on, fewer seeds sprouted, 
but a flowering herb called Verbascum 
blattaria continued to grow successfully. 
So far this year, 12 seeds have sprouted. 

The team will also test 
this year’s seeds with a 
cold treatment, a growth 
spray, and a smoke bath. 
In 2000, the cold helped 
a sprout grow. The smoke 
could encourage plants 
like fireweed that grow 

after wildfires occur.
The responsibility for the experiment 

has been passed down over the years. 
Seeds from the last of Beal’s bottles 
should be planted in 2100, but the 
team plans to bury new ones. “Some 
questions only time can answer,” said 
Frank Telewski, a leader of the research.
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YouTube star Lily Hevesh used 
dominoes to demonstrate how 

vaccines stop Covid-19 from 
spreading. (A vaccine is a medicine 
that trains your body to fight a 
virus.) The 22-year-old professional 
domino artist joined forces with the 
charities Wellcome, Unicef, and 
Gavi for the project.

In the 80-second video, 7,500 
dominoes are arranged in spirals 
across the floor. Most of the 
dominoes topple over in a chain 

reaction, which represents the virus 
moving between people. When 
“vaccine” dominoes are added, 
however, they stop other dominoes 
from falling. These represent 
vaccinated people, who block the 
virus from spreading.

“It’s really important to find 
different and creative ways to 
communicate...important messages,” 
Hevesh said. You can see the video, 
which took six days to plan and set 
up, at tinyurl.com/TWJUS-Hevesh.

Vaccine effects shown with dominoes

Lily Hevesh and 
the dominoes

Rita Melone, age 93, is a 
grandmother and an 

inventor. The Rhode Island 
resident often forgot to use 
her walker, a tool that 
provides support as people 
walk. She came up with the 
idea for a device that reminds 
people to use their walkers.

Melone and a company called 
Ageless Innovation, which 
makes robotic pets, created the 
Walker Squawker. The small 
robotic bird attaches to a walker 
and keeps the owner company. 
It sings songs, coos, and moves 
its head. “It’s a cheerful 
reminder,” said Melone.

A robot bird for 
helpful reminders

Researchers dig up  
a bottle of seeds.

Hunting with a barn owl

The modern barn owl has many 
adaptations to help it hunt its prey, which 
mostly includes rodents like mice, rats, 
and voles. The barn owl’s hearing is 
among the most sensitive of any animal 
ever tested, which means it could hunt in 
complete darkness, relying on nothing but 
sound. However, its eyes are also twice as 
sensitive to light as human eyes, helping it 
see better in the dark. The owl’s feathers 
are very soft and have a special shape 
that doesn’t disturb the air. This allows it 
to fly in near silence, listening for the tiny 
movements of its prey.

Xn illustrxtion 
of Spinosxurus 

WOW! 
A single seed pod  

from an orchid plant  

can contain up to  

three million seeds.

One of the 
sprouts

DID YOU 
KNOW? 

The name Shuvuuia  

comes from the Mongolian 

word for bird. 

Shuvuuia’s 
fossilized skull

Shuvuuia probably hunted 
insects and small mammals.

Rita Melone and a 
Walker Squawker

A barn owl 
hunting
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Scene full of sand 
Water from a glacier runs 

slowly over fine sand 
in Iceland.  

Kaleidoscope views
Malic acid, a substance found 

naturally in apples, forms patterns
under a microscope in Germany.  

Where did it go? 
During dry seasons, the water in
Lake Cerknica, the largest lake 
in Slovenia, completely disappears.

Deep defrost
A photo taken from a drone 

reveals the Austfonna ice cap 
melting in Norway.
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Welcome to the web
Dozens of newborn lynx spiders 

make their habitat in the
 mountains of Taiwan.  

Taking a walk
In Sri Lanka, a batfly travels along 
the body of a Ceylon junglefowl,
the country’s national bird.

2021
BIGPICTURE

NATURAL WORLD 

PHOTOGRAPHY

COMPETITION

FINALISTS
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From June 3 to 6, the United States Gymnastics 
Championships were held in Fort Worth, Texas. 

The competition featured the top male and 
female gymnasts in the country.   

In this year’s women’s 
competition, Simone Biles once 
again stole the show. She 
captured her seventh US 
gymnastics all-around title, 
which is more than any woman 
in history. The all-around 
combines a gymnast’s scores in 
every event. On the men’s side, Brody 
Malone was the all-around champion.

There was a fierce battle for first in the men’s 
competition, where the gymnasts competed in 

floor exercise, pommel horse, still rings, vault, 
parallel bars, and horizontal bar. Malone, who 
attends Stanford University and is the reigning 

college champion, got off to a slow start. 
He fell off the parallel bars in his first 

event. The mistake could have 
shaken him, but he said it fueled 
him instead. “It started rough with 
the parallel bars, but that was the 

kick I needed to get my mind back 
on track,” he said after winning. Yul 

Moldauer finished in second place, 
while Sam Mikulak finished third. 

The four events in the women’s competition 
were balance beam, floor exercise, uneven bars, 
and vault. Sunisa Lee, who placed second in the 

all-around, finished first on the uneven bars. Biles 
earned the highest score in the other three events. 
Because her ankles didn’t feel great, she decided 
not to perform the Yurchenko double-pike vault 
she debuted recently, choosing a less difficult 
move instead. Jordan Chiles finished in third place 
in the all-around, one half of a point behind Lee. 

Based on their performances, 18 of the 
women and 12 of the men who competed made 
the US Senior National Team and earned spots at 
the upcoming US Olympic Team Trials. 

After the event, Biles was named Athlete of 
the Year and her coach Laurent Landi was 
named Coach of the Year. Gymnasts Laurie 
Hernandez and MyKayla Skinner were named 
Co-Sportswomen of the Year.

Sports
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Gymnasts compete in US championships

Women’s golf winner

On June 6, Yuka Saso, age 19, 
won the US Women’s Open golf 
championship. She is the first 
Filipino player to win a major 
golf tournament. Saso beat 
Nasa Hataoka in a tie-breaking 
sudden death playoff. She is 
the second teen in history to 
win the US Women’s Open. 

The Belmont Stakes, one of the most 
important horse races of the year, was held 

on June 5 at Belmont Park in Elmont, New York. 
It’s the final leg of horse racing’s Triple Crown, 
a set of three major races that also includes the 
Kentucky Derby and the Preakness Stakes. The 
Belmont Stakes is one and a half miles long, 
making it the longest of the three races. 

In this year’s running, Essential Quality, who was 
favored to win, took first place. He was ridden by 
jockey Luis Saez. Hot Rod Charlie, who finished in 
second place, led for the majority of the race until 
Essential Quality picked up speed and overtook 
him in the final turns. In an exciting finish, Essential 
Quality won with a lead of one and a quarter 
lengths (about 10 feet). Rombauer, the horse that 
won the Preakness Stakes, finished third.

Medina Spirit, the winner of the Kentucky 
Derby, did not race at Belmont. Two drug tests 
have found that there was a banned drug in his 
system on the day of the Derby. The drug is used 
to reduce pain and swelling in a horse’s joints but 
could also enhance its performance. “Reckless 
practices and substance violations that jeopardize 
the safety of our equine and human athletes or 
compromise the integrity of our sport are not 
acceptable,” said Bill Carstanjen of Churchill 
Downs, the racetrack that hosts the Derby.

Essential Quality’s victory at Belmont gave 
his trainer, Brad Cox, his first career Triple Crown 
win. He may have another on the way. Cox also 
trains Mandaloun, the second-place finisher at 
the Derby. That horse will be declared the Derby 
winner if Medina Spirit is disqualified.

Close finish at the Belmont Stakes
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Brody Malone 

Yuka Saso

Luis Saez riding 
Essential Quality

COACH OF THE WEEK

To nominate a Coach of the Week, send your coach’s name, photo, sport, and team to hello@
theweekjunior.com. Include your name, age, state, and a few reasons why your coach is great.

Coach’s name: Kim Wanner

Team: Ocean Pines Swim Team 

“Coach Kim is one of the best coaches because she 
always pushes us to do better and never gives up on 
us. She helps us with our stroke mechanics. Coach Kim 
always gives us the best sets for practice (whether we 
want to do them or not). Sometimes she lets us do fun 
things after practice, like cannon balls and relays!” 
Emily, 10, Maryland

ICE HOCKEY
On June 6, Canada beat Finland, 3–2, 
in overtime to win the gold at the Ice 
Hockey World Championship. The US 
beat Germany, 6–1, for the bronze.  

MEN’S BASKETBALL
In the final game of their seven-
game series on June 6, the Los 
Angeles Clippers defeated the 

Dallas Mavericks, 126–111, to claim 
the eighth and final spot in the 

second round of the NBA playoffs. 

THIS WEEK’S WINNERS...

SOCCER
The US Men’s National Team defeated 
Mexico, 3–2, in the inaugural Concacaf 

Nations League final on June 6. The 
game was tied in extra time until US 
player Christian Pulisic converted a 
penalty kick for the lead. In the final 

minutes, US goalkeeper Ethan Horvath, 
who had replaced injured Zack Steffen, 
saved a penalty to secure the win. The 

US hadn’t beaten Mexico in a 
competitive match since 2013.

The US Men’s 
National Soccer Team

ATHLETE SPOTLIGHT

Truman Devitt
AGE: 22   POSITION: PITCHER
TEAM: MUHLENBERG COLLEGE BASEBALL
How he got started When I was younger, my 
dad took me to different Major League stadiums 
across the country. He was a big baseball fan and 
passed that on to me. I also played tee ball and 
Little League in my town, and I just loved it.

Finding his position Pitching is hard, and 
when you’re young, you don’t know who might be 
good at it. I was a pretty solid pitcher as a little kid, 
and I just kept practicing to get better. 

Getting stronger Every day I would throw the 
ball to someone farther and farther away and also 
work on the mechanics of pitching. Lifting weights 
and building muscle helps you throw harder. You 
also need strong legs to push off the mound. 

Pre-game routine I go to bed early 
the night before, and in the 
morning I eat eggs, bacon, 
potatoes, and fruit for fuel. On 
game day, I listen to the same 
songs on my headphones. I like 
slow hip-hop songs that get me in  
a zone and make me feel calm. 
Coping with losing It’s really important not 
to blame other people, like the umpire or your 
teammates. I also remind myself that there’s 
going to be another game. 
Favorite part of the game It’s cool to be 
part of a team. Not everyone gets to play every 
game, but we’re still going to cheer on our 
teammates and be there for one another, even if 
it’s another player who is taking your spot. 
Best advice If you love a sport, play it for as 
long as you can. And if you stop loving it, there 
are so many other things out there in the world 
that can make you happy.

Simone Biles

WOW! 
Simone Biles has 

won every all-around 

competition she’s 

entered since the 2013 

US Championships.

FUN FACT 
The winner of the Belmont 

Stakes is draped in a blanket 

of white carnations, which 

represent love and luck.
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Scenic setting
The film’s fictional 
town of Portorosso 
was modeled after 
five towns that make 
up an area in Italy 
known as the Cinque 
Terre. One of the 
towns, Vernazza, 
inspired the look of 
the on-screen piazza 
(town square).

Recording 
secrets
Jacob Tremblay 
(the voice of 
Luca) recorded 
his own burp for 
a scene where 
Luca eats a big 
plate of pasta. 
The background 
voices of kids in 
the film were 
real Italian 
children.

Pizza truck
Most Pixar films 
have a Pizza 
Planet truck 
hidden in a 
scene. In Luca, 
the truck is a 
Piaggio Ape, a 
three-wheeled, 
Italian-made 
vehicle that’s 
been around  
for more than  
70 years.

Three facts about the film

THIS WEEK’S  
WATCH LIST

Summer Camp Island
(HBO Max)
Oscar, an elephant, and his best friend 
Hedgehog go to camp on a magical island. In 
the show’s fourth season, now streaming, 
Hedgehog adjusts to his witch powers as he and 
Oscar meet new spooky creatures, gossiping 
mushrooms, and ghosts who become friends. 

Tyler Perry’s Young Dylan
(Nickelodeon) Saturdays at 8:30 pm ET
Dylan is an aspiring hip-hop star who turns his 
uncle’s family upside down when he moves in 
with them. As season two kicks off, Dylan gets 
shocking news just as he’s getting ready to 
return home with his mom. He may need to stick 
around to make it through his latest crisis. 

Onward (2020)
Disney+

In this fantasy, teen elves Ian and Barley Lightfoot are 
brothers whose father passed away when they were 
younger. On Ian’s 16th birthday, their mom gives 
them a gift their dad left behind. It’s a spell that will 
bring him back for a whole day. Barley believes in 
magic, but Ian doesn’t. When they try to perform the 
spell, the boys fight and end up with only half of their 
dad. To make him whole, they need a magic gem. To 
find it, they’ll have to use ancient maps, master new 
spells, and cross tough obstacles. But their greatest 
challenge will be getting along. When their mom 
finds out they’re gone, she teams up with a 
legendary creature to warn the boys of a dangerous 
curse. With only 24 hours to complete the spell, will 
Ian and Barley see their dad before time runs out?

Spider-Man 
confers with 

Mysterio 

On June 18, the new animated film Luca will 
premiere on Disney+. It’s the latest release 

from Disney and Pixar.
The film is about a boy named Luca who visits 

a town on the coast of Italy with his 
new best friend, Alberto. What 
no one knows is that the pair, 
who appear to be human, are 
actually sea monsters. They’re 
excited to experience life on 
land, but the only way they can 
keep their identities secret is if 
they stay dry.

In the town, the boys bond with a girl named 
Giulia and team up with her for a local race. The 
character is voiced by 12-year-old Emma Berman. 
She told The Week Junior that being part of the 

film was “a dream come true.” Berman had to 
learn some Italian for her role, but it’s not 

her first foreign language. She already 
speaks Russian. “That definitely 
helped me,” she said, because in 
both languages, certain words are 

said with a rolled “r” sound.
Luca director Enrico Casarosa is a 

native of Italy, and Alberto is based on 

his own childhood best friend. Before making 
the film, Casarosa and some of the Luca team 
visited Italy to study the landscape, architecture, 
people, and culture. They had dinner at Casarosa’s 
parents’ home and spoke with locals to find out 
what life was like during the 1950s and 1960s, 
the general time period when the story is set. 

Berman is excited for audiences to see the 
film. “It has such inspiring, incredible messages,” 
she told The Week Junior. “It encourages us to 
be curious and go on fun adventures. It’s also all 
about being comfortable with who you are and 
finding friends that allow you to just be yourself.”

Sea monsters come ashore
In the new Disney-Pixar film Luca, a pair of boys with a secret have an adventure in an Italian village.
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Aluminum elk on exhibit
Penguin Town
(Netflix)
This eight-part reality series follows a colony 
of endangered African penguins living in a 
small South African town. They cause traffic 
jams, grab attention on the beach, and have 
drama with each other. But their ultimate goal 
is to find mates and raise families. 

Conservation 
From Here

MOVIE NIGHT

A herd of elk made out of recycled aluminum is 
on display in Olympic National Park in Port 

Angeles, Washington. The animals, which are 
specifically Roosevelt elk, were made by artist 
Joseph Rossano and are part of Conservation From 
Here, an exhibition inspired by Theodore 
Roosevelt. He was the 26th President of the 
United States and a famous conservationist (a 
person who works to protect animals and nature).  

The exhibit mixes art and science to raise 
awareness about species preservation. Rossano 
told The Week Junior that a reflective material like 
aluminum lets people see themselves as both the 
problem and the source of the solution. 

Years ago, conservationists killed animals in 
order to study them. Today, it’s possible to learn 
about species by collecting samples of their DNA 
(the chemical that carries all the information 
about a living thing’s body and characteristics). It 
can be found in fur or even in water. One part of 
Conservation From Here shows some species that 
live near the exhibition site and were identified 
by traces of DNA collected by students.

Conservation From Here producer Colin 
Mangham told The Week Junior he wants kids to 
look at the world and ask themselves questions. 
“What are you curious about? What do you love?” 
he said. “Find a way, small or large, to conserve it.”

Gather together with family to watch this fantasy film 
about brothers trying to see their dad.

Luca

Emma Berman

DID YOU  
KNOW?

Creatures drawn on maps  

from hundreds of years ago 

helped inspire the look of  

Luca’s sea monsters.

WOW!
Roosevelt elk are the 

largest variety of elk in 

North America. A male 

can weigh up to about 

1,100 pounds.

Vernazza
Jacob 

Tremblay
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Book club

READER RECOMMENDS

WIN A BOOK!
We’re giving away five copies  
of The Double Life of Danny Day.

For a chance to win, send 
your name and address to 
contests@theweekjunior 
.com with Danny Day in the 
subject line. Enter by 
midnight on July 2. See 
theweekjunior.com/terms 
for complete rules.

Do you have a book to recommend? Send your review to hello@theweekjunior.com. 
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LUNAR FLOWERS
iTunes
In this game, a mysterious princess travels through 
a beautiful dream world, chasing fairies and 
solving puzzles. Every level represents a different 
phase of the moon and comes with a unique set of 
challenges, including brain teasers. If it gets tricky, 
the soothing soundtrack will keep you relaxed.

Game Builder Garage is a new interactive programming game for the 
Nintendo Switch. It’s similar to a Nintendo game-building kit called 

Labo, but it has many different functions.
In Game Builder Garage, you’ll learn how game designers, like the  

ones at Nintendo, do their job. There are lessons about visual 
programming and game design, the two key parts of making 
video games. The game doesn’t use computer code, which 
means that everyone will be able to have fun with it.

 Instead of code, cute, colorful little helpers called 
Nodons will help you build games. Every Nodon represents 
something you’ll see in the game, and every character, level, 
and move is customizable. Some Nodons are building blocks, 

so when you put them together, they create new characters. Others control 
how a level works. All you need to do is point, click, drag, and adjust your 
Nodons to build whole new worlds.

When you start playing, you’ll meet a dot named Bob, who will be your 
guide and teacher. If you complete all of Bob’s lessons, you’ll create 

seven different games, including Tag Showdown and Thrill Racer. 
After that, you can begin creating your own games from scratch. 
You’ll even be skilled enough to make changes to games while 
you’re playing them, which doesn’t even count as cheating. 

The game makes it easy for players to share what they 
create. So if you design a game you love, other Game Builder 

Garage fans can play it. You can try theirs out, too.

LIVE FROM MOUNT OLYMPUS
tinyurl.com/TWJUS-MountOlympus 
The Greek demigod Perseus was a powerful 
warrior, but what was his childhood like? This 
podcast is a funny, dramatic retelling of Perseus’s 
journey from being lost at sea as a baby to his 
teenage quest to save his mother and discover his 
true identity. Broadway stars provide the voices.

Become a videogame designer

APP OF THE WEEK VIDEO OF THE WEEK
WHY DO WE GET SUMMER 
VACATION?
tinyurl.com/TWJUS-SummerVacation 
The school year is ending, but before you start 
your break, check out this animated history lesson 
about why schools even have a summer vacation. 
You may be surprised to find out the role that cities 
played in the decision and what people used to 
think about overusing your brain.

You’ll want to give these dramatic picks 
a standing ovation after reading them. 

4 amazing books 
about theater life 

The Chance to Fly
By Ali Stroker and Stacy 
Davidowitz
(Amulet Books)

A 13-year-old who uses a 
wheelchair is excited when she’s cast in her 
community’s production of Wicked. Co-author 
Ali Stroker, a Broadway actor who uses a 
wheelchair onstage, packs this book with 
interesting theater references. Ages 10 and up 

BOOK OF THE WEEK

Jack & Louisa
By Andrew Keenan-Bolger 
and Kate Wetherhead
(Grosset and Dunlap)

In the first title in a series 
written by two Broadway actors, a 12-year-
old boy wants to leave the spotlight after his 
voice suddenly changes. Then his family 
moves to a small town. He meets a friend 
who urges him to audition for the local 
production of Into the Woods. Ages 10 and up

Short
By Holly Goldberg Sloan
(Puffin Books)

A girl who is self-conscious 
about being short for her age 

auditions for a production of The Wizard of Oz. 
She figures she has nothing better to do on 
summer break. Much to her surprise, she 
lands a part as a munchkin. While working 
with the other cast members, she begins to 
feel more positive about herself. Ages 8–12

Upstaged
By Diana Harmon Asher
(Amulet Books)

A seventh grader loves to 
perform in her bedroom but is 

shy in public. Her friend convinces her to 
audition for her school’s production of The 
Music Man, and she lands a small role. Later, 
when she’s asked to under-study (shadow) the 
main character, her confidence grows. Anyone 
who has had stage fright will relate. Ages 8–12

Game Builder 
Garage
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A screen view

DID YOU  
KNOW?

Ralph Baer, considered the 

father of video games, came 

up with the idea of playing 

games on a TV in 1966.

A Wrinkle in Time By Madeleine L’Engle
“One night, Meg Murry, her brother Charles Wallace, and their friend 
Calvin O’Keefe find themselves whisked away by three strange 
visitors. They visit extraordinary places to help find and rescue Meg’s 
father. Before the adventure is over they will have to defeat the 
biggest problem of all, bigger than the universe itself. This book will 
keep you up on your toes. I definitely recommend it!” Anya, 11, Texas

The Double Life  
of Danny Day
By Mike Thayer
(Feiwel & Friends)

Eleven-year-old Danny lives every 
day twice. He calls the first time a 
“discard day” because he’s the only 
person who remembers what 
happens. The second day he calls 
his “sticky day” because that’s the 
day that counts. Danny was born 
with his time-altering powers, but 
he’s never needed them more than 
he does now. After moving with his 
family from Texas to Idaho, he’s 
starting sixth grade at a new school. 
A fan of video games, Danny is 
happy there’s a tournament every 
day at lunchtime. After playing a 
couple of times, he begins to 
suspect that the school bully, who 
always wins, is cheating. Danny and 
his friends try to find the evidence. If 
you like gaming, you’ll get caught 
up in the play-by-play of this story.

PODCAST                WEEKOF 
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ASK THE AUTHOR

What would you do if you 
could live every day twice?
I would spend the extra day 
practicing the guitar and 
playing video games.

If you could try out any 
job for a day, what 
would it be? 
I love doing voices 
and accents, so I 
would want to try being 
a voice actor for cartoons. 

What’s a big adventure 
you’ve been on?
My family and I went to New 

Zealand, and we visited all 
the film locations for the Lord 
of the Rings movies.

If you could live at one 
age forever, which would 
you choose?

My senior year in high 
school was awesome. 
But I enjoy all parts of 

my life, and I look 
forward to each phase. 

Do you have a dream 
food you really love? 
The mashed potatoes and 
gravy from my childhood. 

Mike Thayer
We talk with the author of The Double Life of Danny Day. 
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Stay safe in the sun 

Don’t leave home without 
these must-have items for 
enjoying a safe and fun  
day in the sun. 

Hat
Wear one 
with a brim 
that goes all the 
way around, if possible. A 
baseball cap also works, but it 
won’t protect your neck. 

Sunglasses
When choosing a pair, make 
sure the label says they block 
100% of UVA and UVB rays. 

A coverup
If you’re 
wearing your 
bathing suit, 
bring a shirt 
with long 
sleeves to 
put on when you’re  
not swimming.

Sunscreen
Bring the bottle 
with you so you 
can reapply it 
every two hours 
and after you 
sweat a lot or 

spend time in the water.

Water
Fill up a big 
reusable water 
bottle and take it 
with you wherever 
you go. Take sips 
from it regularly, 
even if you don’t 
feel thirsty. It’s 
easy to get dehydrated  
on a hot, sunny day.

One of the best parts of summer is spending time 
outdoors, whether you’re heading to a park, the 

local pool, or your backyard. But there’s one crucial 
thing you need to keep in mind—sun safety. Here’s 
why protecting your skin from the Sun’s rays is 
important and some simple steps you can take.

Learn the basics
The light from the Sun contains ultraviolet (UV) rays, 
invisible rays that react with your skin to cause damage. 
A painful sunburn and a suntan are both types of 
sun damage. Too much unprotected time in 
the sun can increase a person’s risk of skin 
cancer (an illness) later in life.  

Wear sunscreen
It’s important to put on sunscreen 
whenever you’re going to be outside. 
This rule goes for everyone. Even if you 
have darker skin, or don’t usually burn, the 
Sun can cause damage that you can’t see. 
Choose a sunscreen that has an SPF (sun 
protection factor) of at least 30. This means that the 
product will block 97% of the Sun’s rays. Your 
sunscreen should also be water resistant and protect 
against UVA and UVB rays. These benefits should be 
marked on the label. If possible, opt for a sunscreen 
lotion rather than a spray, since it’s hard to tell if 
you’ve applied enough when using a spray.

Apply it correctly
Put on sunscreen at least 15 minutes before you go 
outside so it has time to absorb into your skin. And 
make sure you use enough—most people need about 
two tablespoons of sunscreen lotion to fully cover 
their body. Be sure to slather it on spots that are easy 
to miss, such as the tops of your feet, your ears, and 
your knees. Once you’re outside, reapply every two 
hours or after you get sweaty or go for a swim. 

Add extra protection
In addition to sunscreen, layer on other 

types of sun protection. Wear sunglasses 
to protect your eyes. To shield your face, 
put on a hat with a wide brim (this will 
keep the back of your neck protected 
too). Apply lip balm with SPF to keep 

your lips from getting sunburned. 

Watch the clock
The Sun’s rays are at their strongest 
between the hours of 10 am and 4 pm. If 

you can, plan your outdoor activities either first 
thing in the morning or later in the afternoon. Look 
for shady spots and try to spend time there when the 
Sun is strongest. For example, if you’re at the beach, 
read under an umbrella or take a break inside for 
lunch. If you’re hiking, find a shady place under 
some trees where you can sit down and cool off.

Sunglasses 
protect your eyes.
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Protect your skin from the Sun’s rays with these smart habits.

Sunny day 
checklist

How to...
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Recycling paper helps save trees, but the facilities where 
paper is recycled also use up energy and water. Reusing paper 
before you recycle it can help the planet even more. If you have 
printed on only one side of a sheet of paper, flip it over and use 
the other side. Or cut it into squares to create memo paper for 
phone messages or grocery lists. Save old newspapers to use 
as padding when you pack and ship boxes. You can also line a 
pet cage with shredded black and white newsprint or brown 
paper bags. Old catalogs and magazines also come in handy for 
making collages. Cut out images and glue them onto cardstock.

Make fudgy cherry pops
Ingredients
l		⅓ cup sweetened 

condensed milk
l		1¼ cups 

unsweetened 
canned coconut milk

l		2 tablespoons cocoa 
powder

l		¾ teaspoon vanilla
l		¼ cup dark 

chocolate chips
l		Kosher salt
l		¼ cup cherry jam

Instructions 
1. In a blender, combine the sweetened 

condensed milk, coconut milk, cocoa 
powder, vanilla, chocolate chips, and 
a pinch of kosher salt. Pulse several 
times to combine. 

2. Add the cherry jam to the blender 
and pulse a few more times to 
combine.   

3. Pour the mixture into small paper 
cups or popsicle molds. If you are 
using cups, cover the top of each one 
with foil, then add a popsicle stick to 
each. (The foil will help hold the stick 
in place as it freezes.) 

4. Freeze popsicles until solid, about 8 
hours or overnight. 

Helpful tips
l		Coconut milk makes the popsicles 

extra creamy, but you can substitute 
regular cow’s milk if you like.

l		If you use paper cups, simply tear the 
cup from the frozen pop when you’re 
ready to eat it.

l		If you use popsicle molds and are 
having trouble getting the frozen 
pops out of the molds, dip each mold 
in warm water for 30 seconds. 

Write memos 
on paper scraps.

ECO TIP       
WEEKOF 

THE

THINK OF FUN WAYS 
TO REUSE PAPER

Feeling stressed about a big game, 
recital, or test? Relax by doing some 
yoga stretches. Stretching calms your 
body because it relieves muscle 
tension and helps you slow down your 
breathing. Try these easy options.
1. Mountain pose. To stretch your 

neck and shoulders, stand with 
your arms at your side. Breathe in 
and slowly reach your arms 
overhead, stretching them as high 
as you can until your palms touch.

2. Butterfly stretch. To stretch your 
legs, sit on the floor with the soles 
of your feet together. Let your 
knees fall out to the sides. Grasp 
your ankles and gently press your 
knees toward the floor with your 
elbows. Breathe in through your 
nose and out through your mouth. 

3. Chair bend. To stretch your back, sit 
on a chair with your feet flat on the 
floor. Bend forward at your waist 
until your head is at your knees. Let 
your arms dangle to the floor. Relax 
and take five deep breaths.

REDUCE STRESS
WITH STRETCHES

DID YOU 
KNOW?

It takes about 

eight minutes for light 

from the Sun to reach 

the Earth.

FUN FACT
One cherry tree  

can produce about 

7,000 cherries.

WARNING!Ask an adult’s permission before using the blender.

Mountain pose
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Puzzles

Spot the difference These two pictures of fun in the sun appear to be the same, but take a closer look. There 
are actually five differences. Can you see them?

Darth Vader look-alike house is available to buy
A house for sale in Houston, Texas, is attracting attention because it bears a 
striking resemblance to Darth Vader, the super villain from the Star Wars film 
series. Specifically, some are saying it looks like Darth Vader’s helmet. The  
four-bedroom home is on the market for $4.3 million. The owners have not 
said whether they think the home resembles the Star Wars character.

Fox found in washer
When Natasha Prayag and her 
boyfriend returned to her home in 
London, UK, they found a fox in the 
hallway. It took off, and they thought it 
had disappeared—until they saw a 
little ear poking out of the washing 
machine. They lured the animal out by 
putting some pasta in their garden. 
Eventually the fox smelled the food, 
came out of the house, and ran away.

*Real! The Quantum-sized Pym-ini is an actual sandwich, big enough for eight 
people, at the just-opened Avengers Campus at Disneyland. The Avengers 
Campus was due to open in July 2020 but was delayed due to the pandemic.  

Disneyland sandwich gets supersized
A gigantic gourmet sandwich featuring rosemary ham, provolone 
cheese, and sun-dried tomatoes will soon be available for the steep price 
of $99.99 at the Disneyland theme park in California. The sandwich was 
inspired by Marvel’s Ant-Man film series about a superhero who shrinks 
to the size of an ant. It will be called the “Quantum-sized Pym-ini 
Sandwich,” after the character Hank Pym, who can change the size of 
things. Is this story real, or do you wonder (sand)wich part is true?*

House becomes climbing gym
Two parents from the UK have turned their home into a climbing gym for 
their son so he can play the game “The Floor Is Lava.” The object of the 
game is to move around a room without touching the floor. Matt and 
Sophie Heason hung ropes, climbing holds, and hanging bars to help 
their 12-year-old son, Dylan, have fun during lockdown. They even 
challenged him to get from the kitchen table to his bedroom in the attic 
without touching the floor, which Dylan was able to achieve.

Artist turns trash into forest trolls
Five giant trolls made from recycled materials are on view at the Coastal 
Maine Botanical Gardens in Boothbay, Maine. They were made by Thomas 
Dambo, an artist in Denmark, who spent about 500 hours creating each 
sculpture—which are referred to as “magical, mysterious, and mammoth” 
on the gardens’ website. Dambo has made about 80 other troll sculptures 
that are on display in South Korea, Puerto Rico, Belgium, and other 
locations around the world. “I think it’s really important that we praise our 
trash because it’s really beautiful and it’s really amazing,” Dambo said. 

Real OR 

fake?

A home for 
Star Wars fans

A clever 
place to 

hide

Michael 
Douglas as 
Hank Pym
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One of the 
five trolls
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Out of order
FILL IN THE BLANKS
Fill in the blanks in each sentence with two words so the second word is the same as the first word 
with a single letter changed to a new letter, like DECODE and DECIDE.

1.  The traffic cop told my mother she could fight her parking ticket in —————, but 

she couldn’t ————— on the judge dismissing it.

2.  Whenever we can’t find the ——————for the TV, we ——————
the cushions from the couch and there it is.

3.  Some people ———————that our bake sale would make much money, 

but we did so well that we ——————— the amount we earned last year!

The numbers 1 to 9 can fit, one per square, 
so that no two consecutive numbers are in 
squares that touch in any way, even at a 
corner. Use the numbers already given to 
figure out where the rest of the numbers go.

  3 7
  5

ACE

BACKHAND

BALL

COURT

DEUCE

DOUBLES

DROP SHOT

ERROR

FAULT

FOREHAND

GRIP

LESSONS

LOB

LOVE

MATCH

Word search                         E V R E S    

                     I E L L A B V N  

                   D R I T S C I E O T

                 A O L M I L K S K Y L

                 C U D N A H E R O F U

               S B B G A I T T L R L A

               L S L R C S P C W T E F

               E E E I R O E S H S T  

               S R S P D E U C E N H  

               S I R T T B Y R I T    

               O D R O P S H O T      

               N H U H R E P H        

             A S R A                  

           H A N                      

         K M A                        

       C S M                          

     A C E                            

   B N N                              

 D O T                                
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POINT

RACKET

SCORE

SERVE

SETS

SINGLES

SMASH

SPIN

STROKE

TOURNAMENT

Can you find all these things about tennis in the 
grid? They are hidden horizontally, vertically, 
or diagonally and can be forward or backward. 
When you’re done, read the remaining letters to 
get a bonus message about the history of tennis.

 OFF SIDES
Make three different five-letter words 
by using the letters given to fill in the 
blanks. (NEED A HINT? Check the bottom 
of the page.)

   I D E        

   I D E        

   I D E        

D N O S V W

ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 29.

Off sides hint: None of the words ends with S.

Will the sandwich 
be a super hero?

Dylan tried not to 
touch the floor.
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Your turn Your turn

 

What is your plan for 
saving the Earth?  
As a reader of The Week Junior, you may have 
ideas about how you and other people can 
protect the planet from harm. We want to  
hear them! Ask a parent or guardian to 
download a form (like the one shown at right) 
at theweekjunior.com/activities. Fill it out 
with your ideas and plans, then have an 
adult email it to us at hello@theweekjunior.
com. We’ll feature some of the responses 
we receive on this page in future issues.
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Have you done something interesting or raised money for a cause you care about? 
Whatever you’re up to, we want to hear about it at hello@theweekjunior.com.

Share Our Strength
This organization was founded in 1984, 
as a response to the famine (extreme 
lack of food) happening in Ethiopia. 
Today, Share Our Strength addresses 
hunger across the globe, including  
the US. It has provided more than one 
billion meals to children, worked  
with more than 500 community 
organizations, and donated $14 million 
in international grants to help end 
hunger. Find out more at 
shareourstrength.org. 

CHARITY OF THE WEEK

Teacher 
OF THE WEEK

Quiz answers (from page 30)  
1 1977   2 b) 2   3 c) Washington   4  b) Short  5 Joeys  6 False. She used 
dominoes.  7 c) 50 billion   8 d) All of the above   9 True   10 Nodons    
11 c) South America  12 c) Ultraviolet   13 c) More than 120   14 a) Belmont 
Stakes   15 False. It was the first time. 

Puzzle answers (from page 26)

Teacher’s name: Mrs. Alper
School: The Rashi School

“I’d like to nominate Mrs. Alper for Teacher  
of the Week because she is kind, silly, and 
loving. She loves chocolate, teaching, and  

kids. She always gives me clever hints when  
I’m stuck. Sometimes she puts up riddles  

that we try to answer, and they are always  
fun. I think she deserves to be the  

Teacher of the Week.”  
Talia, 8, Massachusetts

Nominate your teacher for Teacher of the Week!  
Send your reason for the nomination, a photo of your 

teacher, and your school’s name and address to  
hello@theweekjunior.com.

“I like to eat cheesecake. I 
figured why not make my 
own! It turned out amazing.” 
Jacob, 11, Texas

Editor’s note
I’m always inspired by the 
children who read The Week 
Junior, and this week I’m 
especially inspired by the 
answers to a question we  
asked last week in our PopJam 
community. We wanted to know what qualities 
make a good friend, and kids gave some 
insightful responses—from honesty and kindness 
to loyalty and integrity. One child wrote, “You can 
trust them with anything, and you feel safe and 
happy with them.” That’s how I would describe 
my own close friends—including one very  
special person who has been my friend since 
kindergarten!—and I hope they feel the same 
about me. If you haven’t joined our online 
community on PopJam yet, please do! We have 
about 12,000 followers so far, and the instructions 
for joining are in the box on the next page. 

                      Andrea Barbalich   
Editor-in-Chief

“I love reading The 
Week Junior because it 
tells me about what’s 
happening in the world!  
My friend Gilman the cat 
loves it too!” Phillippa, 8, 
Connecticut 

“My favorite part of the 
magazine is Book Club. I love 
books! I am also collecting 
the posters and hanging 
them up. The issue with 
David Attenborough was 
sensational.” Nathaniel, 9,  
New Jersey 

                         E V R E S    

                     I E L L A B V N  

                   D R I T S C I E O T

                 A O L M I L K S K Y L

                 C U D N A H E R O F U

               S B B G A I T T L R L A

               L S L R C S P C W T E F

               E E E I R O E S H S T  

               S R S P D E U C E N H  

               S I R T T B Y R I T    

               O D R O P S H O T      

               N H U H R E P H        

             A S R A                  

           H A N                      

         K M A                        

       C S M                          

     A C E                            

   B N N                              

 D O T                                

   L                                  

Word search
Unused letters: Initially, 
balls were hit by the hand.
Off sides
sided
video
widen
Fill in the blanks
1. court, count
2. remote, remove
3. doubted, doubled
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YOUR PHOTOS We’d love to see pictures you’ve taken or pictures with you in them! Send them to us at  
hello@theweekjunior.com, along with anything you’d like to tell us about what’s in the photo. 

We want to her from you! To have your letters, photos, nominations, recommendations, or ideas considered for inclusion in the magazine, 
please include your full name, age, and state with your submission. By emailing your submission to us, you give The Week Junior consent to 
publish it in the magazine and online. Please get your parent/guardian’s permission before sending anything to us.IT’S YOUR TURN      Email your news, views, and photos 

to hello@theweekjunior.com.

“ In 2019, I started 
donating to a charity called 
Polar Bears International. I’ve 
continued donating since then 
and have asked my family to 
donate too. In honor of Earth 
Day in April, I started a 
fundraiser for Polar Bears 
International. I made clay 
animals and sold them to 
friends and family. So far  
I’ve made more than $130,  
and all the money will go to 
helping protect and save the 
polar bears. ” 

Helping  
the  
polar  
bears

Emmett, 
8, Maryland

RIDDLE OF  THE WEEKWhat can you put in a 
bucket of water to  make it lighter?

A hole

 6  1
  3 7 4
 8 5 9
  2

Now tell us: If you 
could invite a famous 
person to dinner, who 
would you invite  
and why?

Sign up and follow  
@theweekjuniorus 
on PopJam, a social 
media platform for 
kids 7–12. Ask an 
adult to download the 
app from iTunes or 
Google Play.

We asked: What do 
you think makes a 
good friend?

“Humor, kindness, 
being friendly and 
trustworthy”

“They love who  
you are.”

“Someone who 
makes you smile 
through thick and 
thin.”

“Loyal, brave, true”

“I love cats, but dogs 
are my favorite.”

“They need to be a 
good person to me 
and others”

“Dogs because they 
are more playful”

“Cats for sure, they 
are easier to take 
care of”

“Cats and dogs both 
offer unique 
qualities.“

In the big debate, we 
asked: Do dogs or cats 
make better pets?

“It depends on what 
is best for you.”
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Quiz of the week
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How much of this week’s news can you remember? 

7

1310

ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 27.
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Keep them reading 
all summer long!

SUBSCRIBE
NOW

TO JOIN
THE FUN!

Give a gi  ﬞ of The Week Junior
for a smart start on summer 
reading fun! Our Summer of 
Reading program, kicking 
off  in Issue 63, includes book 
lists, author interviews, and an 
exclusive three-book reading 
challenge with a chance to win 
an amazing bundle of books!  
It’s a wonderful way to support 
a child’s literacy and foster a 
love of reading that will last a 
lifetime. Perfect for birthdays, 
graduation, or anytime you 
want to delight a child you love.

NOW
TO JOIN
THE FUN!

SCAN TO
SUBSCRIBEVisit theweekjunior.com/smartfun or 
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1 In what year was George Lucas’s first 
Star Wars film released?

2 How many robotic missions to Venus did 
NASA announce on June 2?

a) 1   b) 2   c) 3

a ■■      b ■■      c ■■
3 In what state can you see an exhibit of 
elk made out of recycled aluminum?

a) California   b) Oregon  c) Washington

a ■■      b ■■      c ■■
4 Which of the following books did Holly 
Goldberg Sloan write?

a) Jack & Louisa  b) Short  c) Upstaged

a ■■      b ■■      c ■■
5 What are newborn Tasmanian  
devils called?

6 True or false? YouTube star Lily Hevesh 
used marbles to demonstrate how 
Covid-19 vaccines work.

True ■■      False ■■
7 About how many individual wild birds 
are there in the world?

a) 50 million  b) 10 billion  c) 50 billion

a ■■      b ■■      c ■ ■ 
8 Which of the following events were part 
of the women’s United States Gymnastics 
Championships?

a) Balance beam   b) Floor exercise

c) Uneven bars   d) All of the above

a ■■      b ■■      c ■ ■ d ■■

9 True or false? Most Pixar films have a 
Pizza Planet truck hidden in a scene. 

True ■■      False ■■
10 What are the colorful little helpers  
in the Game Builder Garage video  
game called?

11 On which continent is Guyana located?

a) Asia  b) Europe  c) South America

a ■■      b ■■      c ■ ■ 
12 Which of the following rays are 
produced by the Sun’s light?

a) Ultrasonic  b) Ultratech  c) Ultraviolet

a ■■      b ■■      c ■ ■ 
13 How many species of katydids did 
Sharon Martinson find in Panama?

a) Less than 20   
b) About 100    
c) More than 120

a ■■      b ■■      c ■ ■ 
14 Which horse race in the Triple Crown 
is the longest?

a) Belmont Stakes  

b) Kentucky Derby

c) Preakness Stakes

a ■■      b ■■      c ■■
15 True or false? The discovery of the 
dinosaur Shuvuuia is the third time 
scientists have found a dino that  
adapted to night-time activity.

True ■■      False ■■
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SPRING 
BEETLE

The black-headed cardinal 
beetle lives in the UK and  
is most commonly seen in  
May and June. It feasts on  

flowers, pollen, and  
other insects. 
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